Character Recognition or Optical Character Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process of converting scanned images of machine printed or handwritten text (numerals, letters, and symbols), into a computer processable format (such as ASCII). This article describes the design of OCR systems and their applications.
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Figure 1: General structure of an OCR system.
Image scanner
Four basic building blocks form functional image scanners: a detector (and associated electronics), an illumination source, a scan lens, and a document transport. The document transport places the document in the scanning eld, the light source oods the object with illumination, and the lens forms the object's image on the detector. The detector consists of an array of elements each of which convert incident light into a charge, or analog signal. These analog signals are then converted into an image. Scanning is performed by the detector and the motion of the text object with respect to the detector. After an image is captured, the document transport removes the document from the scanning eld.
Recent advances in scanner technology have made available higher resolution, often in the range of 300 pixels per inch (ppi) to 400 ppi. Recognition methods that use features (as opposed to template matching) use resolutions of at least 200 ppi and careful consideration of gray-scale.
Lower resolutions and simple thresholding tend to break thin lines or ll gaps, thus invalidating features.
OCR software/hardware
The software/hardware system that recognizes characters from a registered image can be divided into three operational steps: document analysis, character recognition, and contextual processing. Character misclassi cations stem from two main sources: poor quality character images and poor discriminatory ability. Poor document quality, image scanning, and preprocessing can all degrade performance by yielding poor quality characters. On the other hand, the character recognition method may not have been trained for a proper response on the character causing the error.
This type of error source is di cult to overcome because the recognition method may have limitations and all possible character images can not possibly be considered in training the classi er.
Recognition rates for machine-printed characters can reach over 99% but handwritten character recognition rates are typically lower because every person writes di erently. This random nature often manifests itself by resulting in misclassi cations. Non-Roman Character Recognition. Recognition of scripts other than Roman has worldwide interest. There are some 26 di erent scripts in use today. Some of the scripts have had little work done on their recognition, e.g., Kannada, while a signi cant amount of work has been done on others, e.g., Japanese. In addition to alphanumerals, Japanese text uses Kanji characters (Chinese ideographs) and Kana (Japanese syllables). Therefore, it is conceivably more di cult to recognize Japanese text because of the size of the character set (usually more than 3,300 characters) and the complexity and similarity of the Kanji character structures (see Figure 3) . Low data quality is an additional problem in all OCRs. A Japanese OCR is usually composed of two individual classi ers (pre-classi er and secondary classi er) in a cascade structure. The pre-classi er rst performs a fast coarse classi cation to reduce the character set to a short candidate list (usually contains no more than 100 candidates). The secondary classi er then uses more complex features to determine which candidate in the list has the closest match to the test pattern.
Output interface
The output interface allows character recognition results to be electronically transferred into the domain that uses the results. For example, many commercial systems allow recognition results to be placed directly into spread sheets, databases, and word processors. Other commercial systems use recognition results directly in further automated processing and when the processing is complete, the recognition results are discarded. In any event, the output interface, while simple, is vital to the commercial success of OCR systems because it communicates results to the world outside of the OCR system. Form Readers. A form reading system needs to discriminate between pre-printed form instructions and lled-in data. The system is rst trained with a blank form. The system registers those areas on the form where the data should be printed. During the form recognition phase, the system uses the spatial information obtained from training to scan the regions that should be lled with data. Some readers read hand-printed data as well as various machine written text. They can read data on a form without being confused with the form instructions. Some systems can process forms at a rate of 5,800 forms per hour.
Check Readers. A check reader captures check images and recognize courtesy amounts and account information on the checks. Some readers also recognize the legal amount on checks and use the information in both elds to cross-check the recognition results. An operator can correct misclassi ed characters by cross-validating the recognition results with the check image that appears on a system console.
Bill Processing Systems. In general a bill processing system is used to read payment slips, utility bills and inventory documents. The system focuses on certain regions on a document where the expected information are located, e.g. account number and payment value.
Airline Ticket Readers. In order to claim revenue from a airline passenger ticket, an airline needs to have three records matched: reservation record, the travel agent record and the passenger ticket. However, it is impossible to match all three records for every ticket sold. Current methods which use manual random sampling of tickets is far from accurate in claiming the maximal amount of revenue.
Several airlines are using a passenger revenue accounting system to account accurately for passenger revenues. The system reads the ticket number on a passenger ticket and matches it with the one in the airline reservation database. It scans tickets up to 260,000 tickets per day and achieves a sorting rate of 17 tickets per second.
Passport Readers. An automated passport reader is used to speed up the returning American passengers through custom inspections. The Reader reads a traveler's name, date of birth, and passport number on the passport and checks these against the database records that contain information on fugitive felons and smugglers.
